We show that the axial component of the magnetic permeability tensor is resonant for a wire medium consisting of high-index epsilon-positive nanowires, and its real part changes the sign at a certain frequency. At this frequency the medium experiences the topological transition from the hyperbolic to the elliptic type of dispersion. We show that the transition regime is characterized by extremely strong dependence of the permeability on the wave vector. This implies very high density of electromagnetic states that results in the filamentary pattern and noticeable Purcell factor for a transversely oriented magnetic dipole.
I. INTRODUCTION
Simple wire media, defined as optically dense arrays of parallel metal wires in a host dielectric material, have been in a considerable attention since electromagnetic metamaterials have been introduced. Many applications of such media have been suggested from radio frequencies where the period of wire media is on the millimeter scale, to optical frequencies where this period is submicron. Among them one can mention biological sensing 1 , subwavelength imaging and endoscopy with image magnification [2] [3] [4] , enhancement of quantum emitters, thermal sources, and classical dipole radiators [5] [6] [7] , enhancement of radiative heat transfer 8, 9 , etc. More details can be found in overview 10 . In all these works, electromagnetic properties of wire media were described in a condensed form -via an effective permittivity tensor:
Here, ε ⊥ and ε are the perpendicular (transversal) and parallel (axial) components with respect to the wires axis. Therefore, standard wire media are uniaxially anisotropic materials (though not usual ones because they possess spatial dispersion -dependence of ǫ on the wave vector k 11, 12 . At infrared frequencies, the relative dielectric constant of the metal nanowires is highly negative. If the fraction ratio of the metal in the effective medium is low the perpendicular component ε ⊥ of the permittivity is approximately equal to the permittivity of the host medium, whereas the parallel component ε has negative sign 10, 11 . For the dispersion, it implies that the transverse magnetic (TM) polarized wave has an open dispersion surface similar to a hyperboloid 10, 12 . This dispersion surface results in the high density of electromagnetic states and enhancement of a subwavelength electric dipole located in the medium orthogonally to the wires 5, 12 . The radiation of a magnetic dipole can be also enhanced but this effect is lower because such the dipole produces mainly TE-waves whose electric field is orthogonal to nanowires. These transversely electric (TE) polarized waves weakly interact with the wire medium and their dispersion surfaces are rather similar to spheres like dispersion surfaces of free space. Notice, that for metal nanowires the effective permeability tensor (µ) is practically equal to unity 10 . Recently, in Ref.
13 one studied an anisotropic medium with artificial magnetism. This medium is dual to the dielectric hyperbolic metamaterial described by the indefinite tensor in Eq.e1. In this magnetic metamaterial the effective permittivity tensor is definite, positive and not resonant. Therefore, the dispersion surfaces of TM-polarized waves in this medium are similar to the spheres, whereas the dispersion surfaces of TE-waves are either hyperbolic or elliptic depending on frequency. However, medium in Ref. 13 is not a wire medium. It is a racemic array of metal helices with both left-handedness and right-handedness. Such media, in accordance to initial works 14, 15 where they were introduced, should be referred as spiral media. Spiral medium of 13 operates at microwave frequencies, where metals are close to perfect conductors. In the present paper, we study wire media at optical frequencies.
Below, we theoretically demonstrate that a simple wire medium (see Fig. 1 ) may have in the infrared range similar electromagnetic properties to those manifested by 13 exhibited at microwaves, however, there are also significant peculiarities which share our wire medium out from all hyperbolic metamaterials. Nanowires of our wire medium should be made of high-index epsilon-positive materials, such as lithium tantalate, silicon carbide or hexagonal boron nitride, and some other polaritonic materials in the range 15-30 THz. The resonance of the axial component of the effective permeability tensor arises because the dynamic magnetic polarizability of the highindex dielectric wire is resonant, and origins from the Mie resonance of a single nanowire. We show that this axial permeability changes its sign at a certain frequency and in a narrow frequency range around this transition is a very sharp function of the wave vector. The corresponding topological transition is related to the resonant FIG. 1. A medium of long parallel wires which are set in a square lattice. The wires are made of polaritonic materials whose relative dielectric constant is much larger than unity (εr ≫ 1). Here, a and b are the wires radius and lattice constant, respectively. For simplicity, the host medium is free space.
enhancement of radiation of a subwavelength dipole located inside the medium. It is an expected effect which is similar to that studied in 6 . However, in the present case it holds for a magnetic dipole oriented transversely to nanowires. The sharp dependence of the permeability on the wave vector results in the unusual property of our wire medium -the radiation of the internal magnetic dipole is concentrated at the line which passes through the dipole center in parallel to the optical axis. This property is difficult to detect from the dispersion contours (sections of the dispersion surfaces). In the present case these contours for TE-waves do not differ very much from analogous contours for TM-waves we have studied in 9 . Moreover, these contours were analyzed for TE-waves in the spiral medium 13 . Therefore, we do not spend the volume of this paper to the demonstration and analysis of the dispersion contours in the region of topological transition and fully concentrate on two effects: pattern of the internal source and its Purcell factor.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section II, we obtain analytical expressions for the magnetic polarizability of a high-index dielectric cylinder and the effective permeability of the corresponding wire medium. In Section III, we discuss the implications of the resonant and non-local behavior of this permeability and show the simulated results for the radiation of an embedded magnetic dipole. In Section IV, we present the brief summary of the work.
II. EFFECTIVE PERMEABILITY OF THE WIRE MEDIUM
Let a plane wave with electric field polarized along y 0 illuminate a dielectric cylinder, as it is shown in Fig. II magnetic field along z 0 can be written as
where H 0 is the magnitude, k z and k x are the wave vector components in the free space. Due to the cylindrical geometry, it is proper to expand the field into cylindrical harmonics. Therefore,
in which J m (x) is the Bessel function (first kind, order m), h 0 = k 2 0 − k 2 z (k 0 is the free-space wave number) and (R, φ, z) are the components of the cylindrical coordinate system. Taking into account the scattering and penetration of the wave into the dielectric cylinder, the total electromagnetic fields outside and inside the cylinder can be described by
and
where h = k 2 0 ε r − k 2 z (ε r denotes the relative dielectric constant of the cylinder) and H (2) m (x) represents the Hankel function (second kind, order m). The other components of the electromagnetic fields (E R , H R , E φ and H φ ) can be readily derived by solving the Maxwell's equations. In Eqs. (4) and (5), the unknown coefficients (A m , B m , C m and D m ) are related to each other through boundary conditions, i.e. the tangential components of the electric and magnetic fields should be continuous at the radius of the cylinder (R = a). After determining the fields inside the cylinder, we can obtain the polarization current that is equal to J p = jωε 0 (ε r − 1)E in . On the other hand, we know that the magnetic moment per unit length of our cylinder is described by
where r = R + za z is the distance vector from the origin to the current element. Therefore, the z-component of the magnetic moment can be obtained as
in which the φ-component of the electric field inside the cylinder is as follows:
The function J ′ m (x) is the derivative of J m (x). From the Eqs. (7) and (8), we can see that the only cylindrical harmonic which is responsible for non-zero magnetic moment per unit length produced by the magnetic field of the incident wave is m = 0. Then, based on Eq. (8), we should only calculate the coefficient B 0 -A 0 gives the zero contribution into Eqs. (7). From imposing the boundary conditions to determine the unknown coefficients, we can achieve
(9) If we substitute Eq.b0 into Eq. (8) and use Eq. (7), finally, we derive the magnetic polarizability as
To keep only the term with m = 0 in Eq. (8) is the same as to excite our cylinder by only a magnetic field of the electromagnetic wave letting the external electric field be zero at the cylinder axis. Adding a corresponding term to Eq.H, it is easy to see that the excitation of the cylinder by two plane waves incident on it from two opposite sides and forming the standing wave with the node of the electric field at the z-axis results in the same formulaålpha. It is worth to note that retaining in Eq. (8) the term A 1 we would attribute to the magnetic moment per unit length the dependence on the incident electric field, and the response of the cylinder would be bianisotropic. Keeping only B 0 we follow to the approach of 16 that allows one to avoid the seeming bianisotropy in the response of a symmetric scatterer. This bianisotropy is not physically sound and would result in the inconsistencies of the effective-medium model (see e.g. in 17 ). Sign minus in the denominator of the second factor in alpha allows the resonance of the magnetic polarizability if ε r is positive. This is the fundamental Mie resonance of the cylinder. Since k z enters both h and h 0 , the polarizability is non-local i.e. depends on the angle of incidence θ inc . To show the impact of the incidence angle and that of the dielectric constant ε r on the Mie resonance we plot the magnetic polarizability as a function of normalized frequency for several values of ε r and θ inc . In Fig. 3(a) it is assumed that ε r = 120. Then the Mie resonance occurs approximately at k 0 a = 0.22 for all angles. For small angles, the resonance is, indeed, stronger than that for large angles. Thereby, we see that the resonant polarizability depends strongly on the incident angle or -more specifically -on the axial component k z = k 0 cos(θ inc ) of the wave vector.
At frequencies below the Mie resonance band the mag- netic polarizability is negligibly small. The location of the resonance on the frequency axis is a function of the dielectric constant of the cylinder, as can be seen in Fig. 3(b) . When ε r is not very high, the resonance happens at higher k 0 a and vice versa. For the accuracy of the effective-medium model it is better if the resonance occurs at lower k 0 a. This model requires that both the wires radius (a) and the array period (b) are sufficiently small compared to the wavelength in host medium, in other words, k 0 a < k 0 b ≪ 1. Materials such as lithium tantalate, silicon carbide, or hexagonal boron nitride which support phonon polaritons would provide such high dielectric constants at the infrared. The only problem with these materials may be optical losses which are obviously noticeable when ε r ≫ 1.
Deriving the effective permeability of the lattice we follow to the approach 11,13 which allows us to take into account the non-locality also in the electromagnetic interaction of cylinders. For the axial component of the effective permeability we have the following formula:
which is dual to that obtained for the axial permittivity in 11 with the substitution of the magnetic polarizability by the electric one. Here A cell = b 2 and C z int is the lattice interaction constant responsible for the dipole-dipole interaction. It is the same for magnetic and electric dipole moment per unit length of the cylinder and was derived in 11 :
Here, C is the Euler constant. Let us choose ε r = 120 and the fraction volume f v = πa 2 /b 2 = 0.1963 (this corresponds to the relation between the period and the wire radius b = 4a). In Fig. 4 we depict the axial component of the effective permeability as a function of k z for these design parameters. For very low k 0 a ≪ 0.22, µ (k z ) is approximately uniform and close to unity. The increase of k 0 a results in increasing µ (k z ) especially for the transverse propagation, however it keeps finite and smooth versus k z . At frequency k 0 a = 0.22, µ (k z ) changes its behavior that corresponds to the topological transition. For k 0 a = 0.2201 the axial permeability is negative in the interval |k z /k 0 | < 0.83 and becomes positive in |k z /k 0 | > 0.83. At |k z /k 0 | = 0.83, there is a vertical asymptote. This resonance of µ (k z ) implies that the transverse component q of the wave vector experiences the similar resonance at |k z /k 0 | = 0.83. It is clear from the dispersion equation for TE-waves in a magnetic hyperbolic medium 13 (for the case when the host medium is free space ε h = 1):
In practical cases -when optical losses are taken into account -the resonance of q means that q is a very large imaginary value. As we can see in Fig. 4 this effect keeps for propagating eigenmodes within a certain range of frequencies. For frequencies k 0 a ≥ 0.23 the resonances of µ (k z ) still hold but correspond to very high spatial frequencies. For so high spatial frequencies the effectivemedium model is not applicable 18 . In our plot Fig. 4 the region of k z (of the order of k 0 or smaller) is that compatible with the model.
Imaginary q for a propagating eigenmode with allowed value of k z means that the medium eigenmode propagates along the z-axis, being evanescent in the transverse plane (x − y). Very high imaginary q implies the ultimate subwavelength concentration of the eigenmode in this plane. If we embed a subwavelength source of TE-waves (such as a point magnetic dipole oriented orthogonally to the z-axis) in our wire medium this mode will be excited dominating over all other modes propagating along the z-axis. This domination results from the huge slope of the curve µ (k z ) which implies the huge density of electromagnetic states. This feature was noticed for the axial permittivity of some dielectric hyperbolic metamaterials in 19 . Our magnetic hyperbolic metamaterial is dual to dielectric hyperbolic metamaterials and the roles of ǫ and TM-waves are played by µ and TE-waves. Since the dominant mode strongly attenuates in both x-and ydirections, it means that the whole electromagnetic field generated by our magnetic dipole should be concentrated around the line which passes through the dipole center along the z-axis.
III. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS A. Localization of magneto-dipole radiation
This filamentary localization of magneto-dipole radiation was confirmed by using a 3D electromagnetic simulator CST Microwave Studio. In our simulations we position a strongly subwavelength current loop whose magnetic moment is directed along the y-axis in the center of the wire medium sample as shown in Fig. 5 . The medium sample is finite-size with length L sample = (N − 1)b + 2a where N = 12 is the number of the wires. It has realistic optical losses: we suppose that the tangent of dielectric losses in the material of our wires is equal to tan δ = 0.1, where the complex permittivity of nanowires is ε r = Re[ε r ][1 − j tan δ], Re[ε r ] = 120. This value is the complex permittivity of lithium tantalate at f = 23 THz. The radius of the wires is a = 455 nm and b = 4a as above. The spatial distribution of the transverse component of the electric field (the x-component in the y − z plane) is shown in Fig. 6 for four frequencies. We see that only at the frequency k 0 a = 0.2192 ≈ 0.22, the field so significantly decays in the transverse plane so that it is practically concentrated in one unit cell of the wire medium. This is the maximal possible concentration in a composite material -that restricted only by the granularity of the medium. The excited wave propagates along the z-axis and experiences nearly total internal reflection at the interfaces of the medium sample. Similar pictures correspond to other components of the electromagnetic field. The comparison of different components confirms that the wave is TE-polarized. At three other frequencies the waves are also TE-polarized, whereas their localization is not filamentary and even the cross-like dipole pattern inherent to usual hyperbolic metamaterials 12 can be guessed in Fig. 6(a) .
The reason of the striking difference in the internal dipole patterns for our wire medium and the majority of hyperbolic materials is spatial dispersion. Metal wire media operating at microwaves are also spatially dispersive, and the slope of ǫ (k z ) (see e.g. in 10 ) at their spatial resonance |k z | = k 0 is as huge as that of our µ (k z ) at their resonant k z in the topological transition frequency range. It is not surprising, therefore, that in microwave wire media the similar filamentary dipole pattern was also observed (see e.g. in 20 ). However, in what concerns this pattern our infrared magnetic wire medium and microwave wire media differ qualitatively. The first difference is duality: microwave wire media are hyperbolic dielectric metamaterials and the filamentary pattern in them corresponds to transverse electric dipoles. The second difference is the effect bandwidth: microwave wire media are broadband, and the same dipole pattern is inherent for them at any frequency for which the effectivemedium model is applicable. Our wire media possess the dipole pattern which strongly varies versus frequency, that is illustrated by Fig. 6 . The filamentary pattern of the magnetic dipole corresponds only to the range of the topological transition.
B. Purcell factor
Another implication of the topological transition in our magnetic metamaterial is the strong Purcell effect. Originally, the effect was known as the enhancement of the decay rate of a quantum emitter located in an open cavity 21, 22 . However, the role of the cavity is only to extract more power from the emitter, whereas the enhancement of its decay rate is the same as the enhancement of the radiated power. Therefore, the notion of the Purcell effect was extended, first, to any scatterer located in the vicinity of an emitter [23] [24] [25] [26] , and, finally to any active radiator whose radiation is enhanced by any environment different from free space 6, 27, 28 . Based on this general concept, we can define the magnetic Purcell factor of our wire medium as the increase of the radiated power of a subwavelength magnetic dipole due to the presence of the wire medium around it. According to the "antenna terminology", the radiated power of the emitter is proportional to the radiation resistance of that emitter 29 . Therefore, to calculate the Purcell factor, it is the same as to obtain the ratio of the radiation resistances in presence of the wire medium (R r ) and in absence (R r0 ):
For the same structure as above we have simulated the radiation resistances. Besides of the case of the transverse magnetic dipole shown in Fig. 5 , we have studied the case when the same magnetic dipole is oriented in parallel to the z-axis. Also, we simulated the cases of the transverse and axial electric dipoles of the same subwavelength size, all centered at the same point as in Fig. 5 . In Fig. 7 (a) which depicts the radiation resistance versus frequency, the blue curves refer to the magnetic dipole in presence of the sample. As one can see, the radiation resistance of the magnetic dipole oriented perpendicularly to the optical axis experiences the strong resonance at k 0 a ≈ 0.22, exactly where the effectivemedium model predicts the topological transition. The dashed blue curve shows weaker effect for the parallel magnetic dipole. Red solid and dashed curves correspond to the perpendicular and parallel electric dipoles, respectively. For comparison with the case when the host is free space, the frequency dispersion of R r0 is given in the same plot for both electric and magnetic dipoles. Figure 7 (b) presents the frequency dispersion of the Purcell factor for all four dipoles. It is clearly seen that the strongest resonance and highest P F correspond to the transversal magnetic dipole. An axial magnetic dipole also creates the TE-polarized spatial spectrum, and therefore it also experiences the resonance at the topological transition. However, the resonant values of P F are smaller because it mainly creates the TE-polarized radiation which weakly interacts with the nanowires i.e. is not enhanced. The values of P F for the axial electric dipole are low. It is not surprising. Recall, that in a wire medium of perfectly conducting (PC) wires the radiation of the axial electric dipole is fully suppressed 5 . The suppression results from the destructive near-field coupling of the dipole with adjacent wires. The axial current of the dipole induces opposite axial currents in them which cancel the radiation. This effect is similar to the suppression of radiation of a horizontal electric dipole located on the PC substrate. Well, our wires are not PC, they are highly refractive. However, the substrates with high positive permittivity and finite negative permittivity also suppress the radiation of the horizontal electric dipole. This de-structive interaction origins from the capacitive coupling which causes the inverse mirror image of the horizontal electric dipole in the substrate with the strong skin-effect. A similar situation holds for the axial dipole source in wire media if the wires possess strong skin-effect. If the wires have high or negative ε r , the values of P F for the axial electric dipole should be low. However, we can see in Figure 7 (b) that the radiation of this dipole experiences the resonance (at slightly lower frequency than that of the magnetic topological transition). This is also not surprising, because not all radiation of an axial electric dipole is TM-polarized. It also produces some TE-waves, and this effect is competing with the capacitive destructive interaction. Therefore, we have P F = 2 at k 0 a = 0.21, whereas far from this frequency we see P F ≈ 0. As to the noticeable enhancement of the transverse electric dipole, it, definitely, occurs due to the constructive interaction of this dipole with the adjacent nanowires (similarly to a vertical dipole on the high-permittivity substrate). This effect is complemented by the resonant enhancement of TE-polarized waves. However, in the near zone of the electric dipole the magnetic field is weak. Therefore, an electric dipole cannot interact with the magnetic medium as strongly as a magnetic dipole, and the resonant Purcell factor of the transversal magnetic dipole is higher.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we calculated the effective permeability of a simple wire medium whose wires are made of a material with high positive dielectric constant. Its parallel component µ is resonant due to the Mie resonance of a single wire, and is an indefinite function of both frequency and axial wave vector k z (changes the sign depending on these arguments). This change of the sign results in a transition in the topology of the dispersion surface for TE polarized waves. In the frequency range of the topological transition, the huge (filamentary) localization of radiation occurs for an internal magnetic source, that clearly shares our medium out from other hyperbolic metamaterials, including that introduced in 13 . Though a similar pattern is inherent to the medium of perfectly conducting wires operating at microwaves, in our case this pattern corresponds to the magnetic dipole and occurs only at the topological transition.
Our wire medium manifests a strong radiation enhancement for an internal dipole source. Unlike dielectric hyperbolic metamaterials, including microwave wire media, and polaritonic media operating at higher frequencies 6 the maximal enhancement corresponds to magnetic dipoles. Unlike spiral media 13 it holds at the topological transition and the maximal radiation enhancement corresponds to the transversal magnetic dipole.
What is also important: from the comparison of the present paper with 6 it is clear that the same polaritonic wire media which manifest the resonant effects related to the regime epsilon-near-zero at 35-45 THz 6 may manifest the similar (but different) resonant effects related to the regime mu-near-zero in the range 15-30 THz. This is another argument in favor of this type of hyperbolic metamaterials, which definitely deserve more attention of theorists and an experimental implementation to confirm the claimed effects.
